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WILLIAM TYLER	
  

Rumor has it that William Tyler has already completed his followup to his critically acclaimed "Modern Country". Yes, it's
in the can so to speak. From what can be gathered off Twitter and Instagram it is said to be a "spoken word" record based
almost entirely on the Daniel Keyes novel "Flowers for Algernon" and has a cameo by the very late Cliff Robertson.

Other highlights include a stirring spoken rendition of the classic "I left my passport in Tunisia" and "If I had a nickel for
each time they mentioned Lambchop" set to the classic folk song "If I Had a Hammer". This abrupt turn in compositional
direction will no doubt take his many hardcore fans by surprise unless they are the 20 or so subscribers to the lecture
series/podcast "It's All True". Still, some say it may well be the release of the decade.
Of course it's anyone’s guess what the future will bring but in William's case it will be well worth a 9 months gestation
period and a couple of rare Dead bootlegs from 72-73. Looking forward to anything thing he does really.
- Kurt Wagner, Nashville, TN

JAMES ELKINGTON 	
  

Though rare, there does exist visual evidence of James Elkington performing the gavotte from Bach’s suite for solo cello
No. 6 in D major with a bunch of baby bananas in place of his fretting hand. Unfortunately it’s only a still image, highly
pixelated, in which Elkington—notoriously both bashful and proprietary—faces the corner, hunched over his instrument,
hiding his technique from view in the purported paranoid style of Robert Johnson. But a vague curving yellow can be
seen emerging from above the fretboard, doubtlessly engaged in an exercise of furious if slippery precision.
Elkington was reared in Chorleywood, Herts., northwest of London, a pleasant parish with plenty of opportunities for
fruit and veg shopping along the high street. Tropicalia was James’ preference, bananas in particular, but as a young
man he was able to hone penchants for autonomy and ingenuity by digging in the family’s garden allotment, where
onions became his stock in trade. He found regional fame by pickling them and they became known formally as
Elkingtonions, although many a knowing glance would be exchanged over a cheese-board and a pint of bitter at the Old
Shepherd or the Rose & Crown, where a lifted eyebrow and a furtive nod toward the opaque orbs glistening delicately in a
glass ramekin would be answered affirmatively with the prevailing local usage: “Elkington’s ones.”
Now a dutiful husband, proud father, imminent American, and performing artist, Elkington still manages to keep his
business both tart and tasty: not so sour to be spat out, not so sweet to be swallowed whole.
- Nathan Salsburg, an admirer, Louisville, KY
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5 Haikus for Winter
By Catherine Irwin

on a bed of straw
feeding off my own fine hams
butter turned to heat

2074 Olive Branch Rd. by Joe Puleo, 2016

1.

4.

just a few at first
snowflakes falling or ashes
may stick by morning

sleeping until noon
tomorrow days are longer
sleeping until one

2.

5.

for the shortest day
fluorescent beams flickering
dull humming grey light

i hear my lost keys
mittens off to search again
so many pockets

December 9, 2016 by Mario Aranda
oil on canvas, 2016
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Woody Guthrie’s New Year’s Rulin’s , 1943
1. Work more and better
2. Work by a schedule
3. Wash teeth if any
4. Shave
5. Take bath
6. Eat good — fruit — vegetables — milk
7. Drink very scant if any
8. Write a song a day
9. Wear clean clothes — look good
10. Shine shoes
11. Change socks
12. Change bed cloths often
13. Read lots good books
14. Listen to radio a lot
15. Learn people better
16. Keep rancho clean

Excerpt from Software for People by Pauline Oliveros, 1978

17. Don’t get lonesome
18. Stay glad
19. Keep hoping machine running
20. Dream good
21. Bank all extra money
22. Save dough
23. Have company but dont waste time
24. Send Mary and kids money
25. Play and sing good
26. Dance better
27. Help win war — beat fascism
28. Love mama
29. Love papa
30. Love Pete
31. Love everybody
32. Make up your mind
33. Wake up and fight
New Years Rulin’s by Woody Guthrie, 1943

